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;,,< Problems of the utility industries have recently product?
'"I).een receiving considerable visibility: Fortune dis- T~e answers to these types of questions cannotbe
'cusses the looming energy crisis i and the end of the a superficial "yes." for. while utilities do indeed have-:
energy "joyride"2; Business Week, the high price of serious problems. a thoughtful examination of them'
rmgre electric power3

; Public Utilities Fortnightly, indicates that many are due to the inherent
iwhy public utility stocks are in the "doghouse"·; and differences between the utilities and other industries,
'the Florida press, the justification (or lnore likely, the often overl<:>o.ked by the general public.
[lack of it) for" passing through to the customer, the Two oU,tstanding differences which are immeiti
!new state corporate income taxS

• These aJBjust a few,. ately·apparent are that utilities are "regulated" indus
ii:"pcarnples ofwhat might be called a burgeoning"na- 'tries and that the very nature of their operation
,~!ional concern about electricpo-wer, particularly, 'requires a much greater capital investment per dollar
,and, more generally, about the utilities industries. iofrevenue than is true of other industries. The latter

After having almost taken for granted a situation 'is really a cause of the former and' in oursocio
Where power production doubled every aecade6

, economic-governmental structure it was 'deeid~d
'where the price per KWH fell, or at least held Con- many years ago that it would be in the pu blic ihte~st
stantwhen other prices were rising7

, and whBre public' that utili~ies should be regulated monopoHes. i~e
utility common stocks were so highly regarded that take this as a "given" and will not discuss it fur~~er.

'th~ywere recommen.ded.·asbeingas safe as bondsbut . 'This~ we feel, is generally understood and acce~ted
',__ ·heUeiincome and inflation hedge dlanrcteris- jby the American public. _'
lt~~lhis sudden awareness ~of industryprolJlems Not SD generally understood is the fact that the
l5lillelll$W comealmo~tas asurprise.- . tremendous capital investment required by utilities
, Are the problems real? If so, why do we suddenly in proportion to the value of their output n.ay cap.se
[seem' to have problems in the utility industry, con- serious economic problems under certain circum
!trasted to, say, automobiles, or chemicals, or food, or stances, which, in turn, the utilities find difficult to
'drugs, or cosmetics? Do not the utilities, as others, handle because of regulatory constraints. .
depend on capital investment and material and tech- 'FOr instance, utilities requirel:>.Y far the greatest.
nol~g¥~n~peop!~_ in the Ilroductionand salegft9_eir investment in plant and equipment per dollar of



·revenue produced of all the industries. Thtsresults in
a greater amount of depreciation cost pet'dollar of
sales. Plant assets of utilities are longer lived than!
assets of other industries; for example (in the e~

treme) a hydro-electric dam may last up to a hundred
years.. Replacement costs of long-lived assets, in
periods of rising price h~ve!s, can easily be several
times the cost of the original asset being replaced.
Under these conditions, regulatory practioe,existing'
tax laws and inflation combine to put the utilities in a
triple squeeze.

First of all, depreciation costs, recovered in utili
ties' revenues, are based on historic cost, so that the
.Gustomer is really getting a bargain: he is paying for a
proportionate amount of plant purchased at a much
lower price level than exists today. These bargain'
prices tend to result in excessive demand for utilities"
services, which, in turn, contributes to excessive
growth in the industry.

Secondly, when assets are replaced at today's
prices, the company has recovered' th~ough

,depreciation only sufficient dollars .t6cover the
original cost of the asset-not the expenditure
1equ'ired today even for replacement of like assets.
Tax la~s prohibit taking depreciation in ~xcess of
original cost and regulatory bodies apply similar
constraints. Thus the utilities must go to the capital:
.~aJ::kets for huge amounts of new funds. caused
!jeintly by expanding demand and rising price levels.

'. Finally, although non-regulated industries have
'similar problems, they"are better able to compensate
I for' them than the utilities because they are better.
able to adjust their prices to current conditions than
are the regulated utilities. One might say that the

,non-regulated industries price closer to a marginal
cost basis, whereas utilities price on an average cost

, basis~
; 'This is obviously an extreme simplification. of the
jproblem and to discuss in detail its many facets
would be far beyond the limits of this paper. In

,.novation and technology changes and levels of
interest rates and a host of other factors also are key
considerations.

The purpose here is to present a series ofdata sets,
'w,hiCh have been assembled in order to give '\risibility
.to some of the economic factors underlying the more
general descrip.t~onsof the problem ;,:,-st set forth: that

2

the combination of high"'~pitalinten~i~yan'dregula
tion causes serious difficulties for the utility indus
tries during inflation. It is believed that, while ~any
people have a vague idea that utilities are capital-in
tensive industries, few realize just how capital-in
tensive they really are. Fifteen ratios depicting capi-

". tal intensity as well as. other measures of financial
performance ofntilities compared to industrials have'
been compiled. Data were obtain'ed from the Com
pustat Tapes9 which currently provide 60 items of
data, for 20 years for 1.711 industrial firms in 265 in
dustries and' 68 items of data for 20 years for 165
utility firms in four industry groupings. Comparisons
were limited to the 100 largest industries, in terms of
market value of the shares of the component firms,
which comprise over 90 percent of the total mad<~t

value of industrie~ included on the tape. Utility~..
dustries included are: telephone companies, elet;;~ic

utility cumpanies and. natural gas companies.c~~e
results are sumfl1arized in Figures 1-4 with ex~~.-

tory comments in each area. .

Figure 1, Measures of Capital Intensity

Ratio A, Invested Capital per Dollar of Reve :
In examining the results of the computations for Ra
tio A, the relatively far greater capital requirements
of utilities vis a vis other industries becomes
imm'ediately apparent. Invested Capital, as defined
for the numerator of this ratio, comes reasonably

. close to what is normally used as a "rate base" in the
determination of public utility rates, with the excep
tion of a modest allowance for working capital. In the

" usual type of rate determinations, public utilities are
allowed to include in price, thiiir production costs,
plus a rate of return on their rate base, equal to what

; is estimated to be their cost of capital. The latter
figure, while somewhat controversial in concept and
difficult to determine with predsio:n, is generally

, conceived to be the weighted average' of the inves
tors' expeCted returns on the company's stock, also
preferred stock, and ·the cost of the company's debt.
For every dollar of sales in 1971, the average' indus- ~

trial firm required Qnly 69 cents of invested capitall
(other. than a provision for net working cap~,t~lf
whereas the average of all types of utilityfi.rms~
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Rotide, Net Plant per Dollar of Revenue: For
utilities, the value of this ratio is similar to Ratio A,
Invested Capital/Sales. This is because the
preponderance of utilities' assets comprise plant and
equipment and their yalue (net after deduction of
accumulated depreciation) is close to the amount
used as, the rate base. The relatively lower ratio fori
industrials here, as compared to Ratio A, is caused by
their greater investment in working capit'al (such i

items as inventories and accounts receivable): The
author does not mean to give the impression that!
working capital items are unimportant, especially for
the industrials. They are. However, the current na-'1
tureof the investment in these items does not tend tol
create the problems attending investment in 10ng-!
lived plant assets, in times of rising price levels. In-;
ventories and accounts receivable have rapid turn
over and the price gap hetween the cost of inventory
contained in cost of goods sold and its replacement i
cost, for instance, is much less significant thanr
between original cost and replacement cost of plant'
assets. .'

Ratio D, Net Plant Investment per Employee: This,
ratio is sometimes given as a me~sure of capital in-!
tensity, particularly with relation to labor intensity,
of a company's cost of production. As depicted here,
the totals indicate that in 1971 the average ind,ustrial
investment in net plant (after deduction of ac-'i
cumulated depreciation) was $14,150 per employee.
whereas the average utility had an investment of
$1~2,400peremployee.

construction no\v, to take care offuturedemand. In
.1970. investor-owned electric utilities expended
$10.182 billion for construction of neW plant and
equipment, or, about 11 percent of their $92.5 billion
investment in total plant. Of this amount, deprecia
tion provided $2.404 billion, or only about 23.6 per-,
cent, leaving $7.778 billion to be raised 'in the capital
mar~ets and through reinvested profits. About $95°1
million was generated by profits after dividends and
$111 million through charges to deferred tax ac
tounts. This would indicate that $6.717 billion, or:
about 66 percent, would have to come from the capi..;!
tal markets. Actually, $7.886 billion of new capital
w'as raised in the capital markets in 1970, about 77.5'
percent of new construction expenditures. 1O

required $2.81. In fact, electric utility 'firms (not
shown separately on the graph) required $3.31 in in
vested capital for each dollar of sales, or revenues, as
they are commonly caUed in the utility industries.

Ratio B, Gross Plantper Dollar of Revenue: In this
ratio, the capital intensity 'of the utilities is even more
dramatic, as the numerator' here depicts the gross
value of plant and equipment' not reduced by ac-
,cumulated depreciation. Even this underplays the
utilities' financing problems, as, when assets are
replaced, they must be replaced at today's higher
prices. whereas these ratios are based on book values.
or historical costs; plus the .fact that expansion
requirements must also be met. Since utility facilities
are la.rgely lon.g-lead items, this means financing,
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Figure 2

MEASURES OF FINANCiAL PERFORMANCE
Industrial liS. Uti.lities in 1971

Sou:rce: Compustat Tapes

Figure 2, Measures of Financial Performance
Ratio H, Return on Invested Capital: Here. as one

would exp·ect, due to the somewhat lower risk
usually attributed to utility securities, the return on
invested capital of the utilities is somewhat lower
~than in the case of the industrials. Also, as one would
expect, their rate of return, although modest, is very
stable.

instance, Business 'Weekii quotes~ "-Con;6lidated
Edison's average depreciation rate at 204 percent,
which gives an average life of 40 years and states that
the company depreciates one-sixth of its assets over
periods ranging from 80 to 100 years. Unfortunately.
lack of consistency in depreciation procedures makes
precise conclusions regarding asset l.ives somewhat
tenuous. However, it would appear, that most firms
probably use straight-line depreciation for book

'. purposes, even though they may use accelerated
dep.reciation for tax purposes. To the extent that this

. is true, the interpretation given to the data above has
jus~ification.

Ratio E, Net Plant· per Dollar of Total Assets:
Again, this ratio depicts the fact that the
preponderance of utilities' investment is in plant and
equipment, with relatively insignificant amounts of
working capital and other assets and investments.
The 45 percent of total assets in net plant for the
industrial~ does not mean that 55 percent of their

. total assets are in \vorking capital. Industrials, while
undoubtedly having greater investment in working.
capital than the utilities, also are likely to have!
greater investments in other areas. For instance, in~ I
vestment in uncon~olidated subsidiaries may well f

account for a portion of the difference.

Ratio F•.Depreciation Cost per Dollar of Revenue:
Depreciation makes up four cents of the average sales
-dollar for the industrials, as against twelye cents for'
the utilities. While the utilities' depreciation cost
content of the sales dollar is thus about three times
that of the industrials, one might expect it to be even

,greater. The utilities' ratio of gross plant to sales (Ra
:tio B) was five times that of the industrials. The data
(do not permit exact determination of the difference,
but a portion-is explained by the next ratio, Ratio G,
which indicates that utilities' assets are depreciated
over longer. lives than those of industrials. Another
portion may be due to the high depletion rates taken
by certain industries, particularly in the petroleum
and mining areas.

RatiO' G, Depreciation Cost per Donor of Gross
Plant: This ratio indicates the proportion of gross
plant being written off by cutrent year~s depreciation
charges: 5 percent for the industrials and 3 percent for
the utilities, Perhaps a more meaningful aspect of the
ratio can be secured by taking its inverse, which
would (under straight-line depreciation procedures)
indicate the average life of the assets being
depreciated. This would give an average length of life
of industrial assets of 1/.05, or 20 years, and 1/.03, or
33-1/3 years"for the utilities. In the detailed computer

irons, the electric ut.ilities' assets are shown to have
,the longest lives, equivalent to an average of 50 years.
~.ile~~'.i~~eeIllshigh foran average, it is not

...bel~evedtolec~.~)"()'U~i~'?Jitl1e.happ~rk."For
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rREN~S IN USE OF DEBT ANP COVERAGE OF INTEREST CHARGES
IndustriaZs J)s~ Utilities. 1962-1911

Souzoce: Compustat: Tapes

Ratio A, utilities capital intensity was 2.81/.69, or 4.07
times that of the industrials. In Ratio K, utilities' net
return on sales before interest is only .20/.06, or 3.33
times that of the industrials. .

Times Interest Earned Ratio

, Figure 3, Trends' in Use of Debt and Coverage of
Interest Charges

Ratios Land M: Utilities use a large amount of
debt in their capital structure and this amount has
been increasing moderately over the past 10 years,
from ..41 of Total Assets in 1962 to .46 in 1971. During

~ this s~me period, the Interest Coverage Ratio, defined
as' e~rnings before interest and taxes divided by
intere$t charges, has'been declining from 5.08 times to
2.93 times. While it is difficult to state categorically
exactly what the interest coverage ratio should be,
Graham and' Dodd suggest a multiple of four times,
over a period of seven to ten years and a multiple of.
three times during the poorest year14~ By these
standards, utilities interest coverage is now at the 10vJ
point. In general, industrials' use of debt has been

!"

_ Ratio 1, Net Return on Sales: The higher net return,
on sales of the utilities 'Is. the industrials may at first
be surprising. However, it is completely consistent
when reviewed in the context of the greater capital

,·intensity of the utilities. If it takes four times as much
invested capital to produce a dollar of revenue for
utilities as it does for the average industrial, it is not
surprising that the net return on sales should be much
greater, if a reasonable return on invested capital is to
be received.

Ratio K, Net Return on Sales before Interest:
Some of the same comments apply here as to Ratio }.
However, siI).ce the return in the numerator of this
ratio' is before financing charges (net profit after taxes
plus interest), there should be' a more direct reia- :
tionship between the relative size of the two returns
and the relative size of the two ratios given under
Ratio A, Invested Capital per Dollar of Revenue. In

Ratio 1, Return on Equity: The rate of ret,urn on "
equity, shown for both the industrials and the" utili
ties exceeds the rate of return on invested capital,
shown in Ratio H. This is as it should be, as the
greater risk of the equity holders requires the higher
return. However, in view of the high debt content of
utilities'total financing (see Ratio M) one might ex-

;pect the difference to be greater. If the leverage prin
,ciple were working properly (Le., if the rate of return
, on invested capital is sufficiently above the cost of
'-the debt) then the rate of return on equity should be '
:".boosted significantly' by a debt ratio of this magni
tude. One of the apparentdifficulties is, however, that

, the cost of· debt, estimated for 1970' for investor
owned electrics at about 5.4 percent 1z and,

'with ·this cost rising every year as new debt is issued f

at current rates (in 1970, estimated to be 8.7 percentJ3
,

there" is precious little room for the leverage'
factor to \vork, if a return on invested capital (Ratio,
H) is only allowed to be in the neighborhood of 7
percent. This may partially explain why utilities'
stocks have been in disfavor in recent years. If new
bonds yield 8.7 percent and return on equity is 10

, percent, before payment of dividends, this would not
,seem to be a s~fficient premium to offset the related
risk.



increasing somewhat faster and their interest
coverage, likewise, has been decreasing faster than
utilities' during this period. However, ev-en at the end
of the period, industrials' average debt ratio is only
.25 and their interest cover:age ratio is 6.99. The latter
is very close to the seven times criterion suggested by
Gr"aham and Dodd l5 as an average and well
above the five times suggested for the poorest year.
These factors may have a bearing on the decline of
investors'acceptance of utilities' securities in the
marketplace in the past several years, as indicated in
Figure 4.

KEASUBES OF INVESTORS' ACCEPTANCE
Industrials tJ8.UtiZit~es1962-1971

- - Souzoc.: Compustat Tapes

Average
PIE Ratio
. 23.

Ind~tr.ials--- "
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15.

14.

·U.

12.0

11.0
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Figure 4, Measures of Investors' Acceptance

Ratio N, Average Price/Earnings Ratio: In the
early part of the decade, u~il}tie~'..~!g~.~s_~ere favo~d

6

·"over industrials, insofar asPrice/Earn~ngsratios are
concerned. In 1962, a dollar of earnings in industrials:
supported $16.31 of stock price; whereas, a dollar ()f
earnings in utilities supported $19.81 of stock price. or
1.21 times as much in terms of market value. This
advantage of utilities obtained until 1965, then start-

( .
ed to dimi.nish and fell rapidly thereafter. By 1971, the
rexerse situation was true. A dollar of earnings in

. industrials now supported $18.24 of stock price;
whereas, a dollar of earnings of utilities supported
only $12.11 of stock price. Now industrials' earnings
supported 1.51 times as much of market value. T.hese
data are similar to those developed in other studies!6
·For a group of stocks which used to be among
the most stable in the marketplace, this is indeed· a
serious setback. Since the primary objective of
financial management is to maximize the valu~ of the
firm. this gives some idea of how, under present con
ditions. utilities' management is failing in this objec
tive. vis a vis the past and with respect to other in
dustries. For a·n industry faced with burgeoning ex
pansion and financing·problems. this is an indication
oI-the serious situation that lies ahead.

Ratio 0, Average Market Price to Book Value:
This ratio is another significant index of the favor
with which the investing public regards the prospects
of equity securities. If the ratio is several times that of
book value. investors are optimistic about future ex
pected returns. If the ratio approaches unity, inves
tors. feel that the value of a company's stock is
governed more by the value of its assets than by its
expected future earning power. If the stock sells for
less than book value, the respective stocks are indeed
in disfavor. Placing much reliance on individual
yearly variations is probably dangerous. However,
the trend over the ten-year period displayed here
appears to be clear and consistent with other studies
involving similar comparisons!7. For instance,
from 1,962 to 1,965 stocks of the average utilities sold.
about double their -book value, as did the industrials.
By 1971, the average utilities sold for only one and
one-third times book value and the average indus
trials had again recovered to double book value; from
th~~~~ntmarket slump. . .
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Conclusions
This study has .examined a number of financial

ratios .designed to cast some light on the inherent
differences of utilities vs. industrials. It has indicated
partial explanations for some of the economic
problems facing the utilities today:

• utilities are mo're capital intensive than other
industries;

• depreciation is a proportionately greater part of
the cost and revenue of utilities;

• .utilities' assets are longer lived than indus
'trials';

• in spite of a higher return on sales, or revenues,
the higher capital intensity of utilities results in a
lower return on invested capital;

'·although utilities are highly leveraged, their re
turn on equity is lower than that of the average
(lower-leveraged) industrial;

• utilities' coverage of interest charges on their,
growing debt capital has been declining and i~

presently low. by traditional standards;
• recent poor performance of utilities' stocks in

the marketplace is indicated by relatively depressed
ratios of market value to book value and average
price/earnings ratios;

• these factors. among others, all contribute to
increasing problems of utilities in raising required
new funds in the financial markets.

There are, of course, other reasons which con
tribute to utilities' difficulties, such asp,gst
cOIIlplC!Eencx,0f manage~~nt,. lagging researcK'--and
develOpment, increased public. awareness of pollu
tion. higher levels of interest rates .and rate structures
which encourage excessive demand froIn the 1argest

The trend of this ratio gives cause for concern for users. Thereares·ome fndications that some of these
another reason: since uti.lities 'need to raise large problems are beginning to receive additional atten
amqunts of new funds and since they already have tion.
high debt ratios, significant new funds must come There seems' to be little evidence. however, that
from the~quitymarkets. ~hen new ~hares must be proper recognition is being given to the inherent

. sold at prices below book va,lue. the book value of capital-intensive structure of the industry and the
existing shares i~ diluted. Such prospects have a related problems in times of rising price levels. As
:depressing influence' on the price of utilities' equity long as inflation persist~ and utilities are required to
securities; thus, more shares have to be sold and the i price their product on the basis of historical cost of
more shares then outstanding dilute earnings per . assets used up in production. their product will con
share, which. in turn, results in still lower prices. tinue to be priced too .low, thereby encouraging ex

cessive demand. which, in turn, contributes to ab
normal expansion in the industry. Internal funds
generated will not be sufficient to replace existing

. assets and this. combined with -expansion
requirements. causes prohibitive amounts of new
capital to be raised in the financial markets, which, in
turn, are demanding a greater yield on these securi
ties because of these very problems.

In 'a following article, the author will suggest
consideration of a new approach to this problem,
which. although initially raising utilities' rates,
should eventually result in .lower rates to customers
and in reduced requirements for new funds fro.m the
capit~I markets..


